INTRODLJC'I'1ON
Planetary nebulae are thought to evolve from Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars after the latter undergo a short-lived (-2000 yrs or less) phase of rapid evolution tcmvd the proto-planetary phase. Many objects believed to be in this phase show evidence of bipolar mass-loss occurring subsequent to the largely spherically-symmetric mass-loss during their AGB phase. "1'hc bipolar mass-IOSS during the protoplanctary phase may play a crucial role in the shape and shaping of bipolar planetary nebulae. A large number of planetary nebula have now been surveyed for CO emission (Huggins and IIealy 1989) , and many have been mapped with hig}~ spatial resolution (e.g. 13achiller et al. 1989a , b, Ilealy & IIuggins 1990 , Sahai, Wootten & Clcgg 1990a , Bieging et al. 1991 , Sahai et al. 1991 , Dachiller et al. 1993 . Such studies can constrain the history, structure and rate of the mass-loss oecuring during the AGB and post-AGB phases, a knc)wledge of which is necessary for testing theoretical models of AG13/ post-AG13 evolution.
We report here extensive millimeter-wave observations of the compact planetary nebula Ml -16, made as part of our continuing study of molecular gas in planetary nebulae for probing the mass-loss which precedes and leads up to this phase of stellar evolution (e.g. Clcgg 1993, Wannier and Sahai 1992) . M 1-) 6 appears circular with a diameter of 3".6 in the 5 Ghz radio continuum (Aaquist and Kwok 1990) . The optical nebula consists of a bright core of diameter 3" s.urroundd by a larger halo. Reeentl y Schwarz (1992) , using narrow-band optical imaging and long-slit spectroscopy, has discovered that M 1-16 is ejecting gas at very high velocities along a bipolar axis in a series of recent (S1600 yr) mass-loss episodes. Estitnates of the distancetoMl-16 by various authors cover a very large range, ranging from a maximum of 16.5 kpc (Shaw and Kaler 1989) to a minimum value of 1.8 kpc (Schwar-1992) . We have adopted a distance of 1.8 kpc which was proposed by Schwm-z to be more plausible than the larger values and which is also more consistent with the data reported in this paper.
OIISERVATIONS
We observed M 1-16 in a number of millimeter-wave molecular lines, using the 15m S wedish-ESO-Submillimeter (SEST) telescope, at La Si]la, Chile (Booth et al. 1989) . 'l'he observations were made during several periods in 1990 April, 1991 I;cbruary, June and October, and 1993 February, using cooled Schottky mixer receivers (tuned for SS11 operation), with 'I;eceivcr = 250-320K at L-3 mm and 700K at ~-l.3 mm. We observed in the dual beam-switching mode, i.e. a rotating chopper wheel switched bet wecn the source position and a rcfercncc position displaced alternate y east and west of the source by 12' in azimuth. The system was ca]ibmted with the chopper-wheel method. Pointing, checked frequently by peaking on nearby stellar SiO J=2-1 (v=l ) maser line sources, is estimated to be accurate (o within a fcw arcsec (3"). The data were recorded using onc or both of two Acousto-Optic Spectrometers, a high-resolution (43 k}]z) one wit}] a bandwidth of 85 M}{z, and a ]ow-resolution (690 kllz) onc with a bandwidth of 500 M [lz, during 1990 [lz, during -1991 [lz, during , and 1 Gllz in 1993 We detected CO J= 1-0 and 2-1 emission and made a map of the J=2-1 emission with 11" (halfbcamwidth) spacing. l.incs from many other molcculcs were also observed towards the central position, and arc listed in Table 1 . Line intensities are presented as main-beam brightness tmpcrmrcs obtained by dividing the chopper-calibrated antenna temperatures by a measured beam-efficiency for small (planet-sized) sources. The beam-efficiency varies with frequency ranging from 0.77-0.74 at 90-115 GI lZ to 0.55 at 230 G] Iz. We determine a radial velocity of 50.5*1 km s -1 (V1 ,SR) from the CO lihes, in good a@cement with other CO measurements: Schwarz (1992) gives 48 and 49 km s -1 (VI,SR), while IIuggins and Hcaly (1989) list 50 km S-l. 311us the radial velocity determined from CO lines improves significantly over the optical] y-determined value of 3 1.%E25 km s -1 (Schneider et al. 1983) . outflows 3. RktSIJI.TS
CO data a) Spatial Distribution and Kinematics of the Mass
The slow cvvifast outJ70ws The CO J= 1-0 and 2-1 profiles towards the center of M 1-16 display (i) a parabolic (or rounded) main component, and (ii) broad red and blue wings, indicating that the emission arises in a composite outflow consisting of a "slow" outflow and a "fast" component ( Fig. 1) . The expansion velocity of the slow outflow, Vslow, is determined by fitting an empirical line-shape function (e.g. Wannier et al. 1990 ) to the main component of the 13C0 J= 1-0 profile (Fig 1) , and is found to be 19 km S-l, a factor 2 larger that derived from [0111], 10 km s-l (Sabbadin, Strafella, and Bianchini 1986) . The CO J=l -O and 2-1 lines give slightly larger expansion velocities because of the more substantial presence of the highvebcity wings. These wings, not apparent in the lower signal-to-noise CO J=2-1 spectrum taken with the NRAO 12-n~ (Huggins and Healy 1989) , are also seen in the CO J=l-O and J=2-1 spectra reported by Schwarz (1992) . The full velocity range of emission covers V]s r =17 to 85 km s-l, as seen in a composite spectrum generated by averaging all CO J=2-1 spectra offset +-/-11" in RA and DEC from the center (Fig. 2) , implying an expansion velocity of the fast outflow, Vfa~L >34 km s-l, The latter is a lower limit because (a) the emission intensity in the line-wings gradually "tails off' into the noise at an expansion velocity >34 km s-l and (b) the blue and red components arise in an outflow which is probably bipolar with its axis inclined at an angle to the line-of-sight (discussed below).
"l'he J=2-1 line profiles change systematically as a function of spatial offset from the ccntcr of the nebula (Fig. 3) . "1'bus, whereas the line profile towards the center is largely symmetric about the stellar velocity (50 km s -1), the line profiles offset from the center in selected directions are asymmetric. '1'hc spi~tio-kinenlatic structure of the molecular gas is displayed as a set of contour-maps of the CO J=2-1 emission intensity at different 1.SF1 velocities in Figure 4 . Panels c and d showing emission within 10 km s -I of the line-center are most rcprcsentive of gas moving along the plane of the sky, and give a cross-sectional view of the envelope structure. In these panc]s, the emission contours, which arc ccntrd at the source-coordinates, are elliptical near the source-center, with the major axis of the ellipse aligned roughly NE-SW. 71c outer contours are similarly mildly elliptical, but also have small extensions perpendicular to (he major axis. "Ilc high velocity gas (panels a and J) is ciistributcd asymmetrically about the source-center. 71JC centers of the secondary blue and red emission components, seen in panels a and~ are sepamtcd roughly along the NNW-SSE direction by about 10". '" I his spatial displacement of the blue and red high-velocity emission shows that the fast outflow is collimated along an axis which has the same P.A. as that of the very high-velocity optically-emitting gas seen by Schwarz (1 992), and orthogonal to the major axis of the elliptical structure seen in the slowly-expanding outflow. Cl'he bipolar axis of the CO high velocity outflow, like that of the optical very high velocity outflow, is inclined with the southern lobe directed towards us. C() emission was not detected in the extended optical lobes (Iabelled A in Schwarz 1992) . I'he lcr upper limits of 0.018 K and 0.07 K on the J=2-1 line intensity towards the northern (As, A&=-16",44") and southern lobes (Act, A&=l 6",-40") indicate gas column densities <(1 .4-4.6)x1 017 cm-z and <(5.4-18)x 1017 cm-2 respectively (taking the CO-to-H2 abundance ratio, f~O=2x10-4, and the line-width, AV=20 km s-l) assuming I.TE, and T exc =20-100K
.
A collimating disk? 'JIe elliptical contours seen at intermediate velocities in the CO J=2-1 map suggest the possible presence of an equatorial density enhancement in the slow outflow similar to that seeninNGC3132 (Sahai, Wootten and Clegg 1990b) , which maybe produced by an equatorial disk. Aspin et al. (1993) prc)pose such a disk to explain their 3.6 pm image of Ml -16, showing a distinct elongation approximately perpendicular to the fast outflow. Since the fast outflow in M 1-16 is inclined to the lineof-sight by 45° (Schwarz 1992) , an orthogonal disk must also be tilted by 45° along an axis running through the NE (11 ",1 1") and SW (-11 ",-11") positions. We find no evidence of disk rotation since there is no measurable difference in the mean velocity of emission between the NE and SW positions. If, however, the disk is expanding, then it should also show a "red-blue" spatial asymmctv, but opposite to that seen in the fast outflow, in the sense that disk gas north and west of center should be moving preferentially towards US, and south and west of center should be moving preferentially away from US.
"J'his expectation appears fulfilled from a comparison of the spectra at the (O, 11" = N), 11" = NW) and (-11 ",0 = W) positions, where the central profiles (i.e. excluding the high-velocity emission) have a steep blue wing (at Vl~R~40 km s-l), whereas at the diamctrica]ly opposite positions (O,-11" = S), (11 ",-1 1" = SE), &()1 ",0= E), the central profiles have a steep red wing (at Vl,s~=60 km s-l). This effect is evident in a difference spectrum (hereafter referred to as the disk spectrum) (Fig. 5 ) generated by subtracting an average of the S, SE, and E spectra from an average of the N, NW, and W spectra, which clearly shows an "emission" peak 11 km s-l bluewards, and an "absorption" peak at 11 km S-l redwards, of the stellar velocity. CoI~ccting the 11 km s-l expansion velocity of the clisk gas for (he inclination gives a trwc expansion velocity of ] 5.S knl S-l. Wc conclude t}lat the slow outflow contains 6 an equatorial density enhancement, perhaps in the form of a disk, which may bc collimating the fast outflow. Such a disk could either (a) a born-again disk formed from the redistribution of material in a pliinctaty system (Sahai et al. 1991), or (b) produced by the gravitational capture of material around an unseen close companion from the precursor giant star slow wind (Morris 1987) .
'1'aken together, the mi}limcter-wave and optical line data suggest that M 1-16 has a slowly expanding molecular envelope, a small fraction of which has been accelerated by the very fast wind, giving rise to the secondary blue and red CO components (Fig.6) . This inference is supported by the clc~se agreement between the expansion time-scale of the very fast optical outflow (1600 yr; Sch warz 1992) and the fast CO outflow (1500 yr, determined by dividing the =1 O" separation of the secondary blue and red components by the difference in their mean velocities, 60 km s-l). The spatial distortion of the envelope by the fast wind can be seen in the small elongations present to the NW and SE in the otherwise elliptical-shaped CO emission contours, Although the geometry and character of the molecular outflows in M 1-16 is similar to those seen in the more evolved planetary nebulae, NGC 3132 (Sahai, Wootten and Clegg 1990b) and IC4406 (Sahai et al, 1991) , the latter do not show the presence of very fast optical outflows, indicating that the very fast outflow is transito~ in nature (see $6).
b) Molecular Masses and Mass-I.oss Rates
We first estimate the masses of the different kinematic components of the molecular gas in M 1-16 associated with CO emission in a simple way, assuming LTF. and optically thin emission. Under these assumptions, the ratio of the integratcxl intensity of the CO J=l -O line, in the 31-69 km s-l VI~R range (observed with 45" resolution) to that of the CO J=2-1 line (convolved to 45" resolution), equal to 1/1 .55, gives a characteristic (beam-averaged) excitation temperature of 14 K for the slow outflow.
Summing up the CO J=2-1 integrated intensity in the VNR velocity range31 -69 km s-l, we find the total number of CO molecules in the slow outflow to be 8.2x1051. The COLHZ abundance ratio, fc~, in M 1-16 is not known, but is expected to be reduced below that found in the circumstcllar envelopes of cool AGll stars such as IRC+10216 (f~o=6x 10-4, Kwan and l,inkc 1982) because of photodissociation by stellar UV radiation. We will therefore assume for fco =2 x 10-4, guided by the value of 2x 10 -4 found for the compact young planetary nebula NGC7027 (Jaminct et al. 1991) . Then, the mass of the slow outflow is Ms10W=0.068 Mo. Similarly, for the Past outflow, MfasL=7.5x 10-s MO calculated from CO 1-0 and 2-1 in the VLSR velocity ranges ]7-3] km s-l, and 69-85 km s-l. The disk mass, Mdisk, is estimated from the sum of the (abso]ute values of) integrated CO 2-1 intensities in the "emission" component at -11 km s -1 V~~R, and the "absorption" conlponent at 11 km s -1 V~,s~ in the disk spectrum ( Fig. 5) to be =6.4x1 o-3 Mo, where a scale factor of 2 has been applied to correct for disk emission around the stellar velocity which gets subtracted away by the diffcrencing procedure. Since all masses scale as (2x 10-d/f~O) (1>/ 1.8 kpc)z, the ratios of the, masses in the above components (slow outflow, fmt slow outflow, and disk) arc independent of D and f~o, barring enhanced photodissoeia[ion in the fast outflow. IIIUS MslOW/MfaSl is =10, and Mdisk/Mfast is =1.
'IIK average mass-loss rates in the slow and fast outflows (dMslOw/dt and dMraS~dt) are estimated by dividing their masses by characteristic expansion time-scales (texp), derived from the obsems ourec-sizes and outflow velocities. A gaussian deconvolution of the observed CO J=2-1 brightness distribution at the line-center with the 22.5" beam gives a half-power size of 10.5" for the intrinsic distribution. Tle half-power radius is thus 1.4x1017 (1>/ 1.8 kpc) cm, giving texp=2500 (D/1.8 kpc) yr, -1500 yr, giving dMfaS~dt =5x 10-6 and dMsloW,/dt =2.8x 10-5 MO yrl., For the fast outflow, texpMo yr-]. If this fast outflow is produced by the hydrodynamic action of the very fast outflow on the slow OLltflOW, then Mv-faS(Vv-fas[~ MfaStVfaSf, and dMv-fas~dt Vv-fast~dMfa.st/dt Vfast, where v-fast refers to the very fast outflow. Since Schwarz (1992) estimates Vv-fast~350 km S-l, WC find Mv.fast~~7x 10-4 Mo, and dMv-fa$~dt=5x 10-7 Mo yr-l. The masses and mass-loss rates are lower limits because of the conservative nature of our assumptions regarding the CO excitation and opacity.
A more sophisticatcxi estimate of dMs]OW/dt has been made by using an excitatioti radiative transfer code (Sahai 1990 ) for spherically symmetric envelopes to fit the CO data, since the nonspherical components in the Ml-16 molecular envelope affect the main component emission (i.e. which arises in the largely spherical slow outflow) only to a small extent, "l'he line-center intensity of the main component is least affected, whereas the line-shape (i.e. the roundedness) is most affected, The CO is collisionally excited since there is very little flux at near-lR wavelengths (see Fig. 4 of Schwarz 1992) for radiative excitation. The radial distribution of CO, determined by photodissoeiation by the interstellar lJV, is calculated according to the prescription given by Maroon et al. (1988) . The inner radius is taken to be 1.8" from the 5 GHz VLA map of M 1-16, A power-law is assumed for the unknown radial kinetic temperature distribution, Tkin(r). Acceptable fits to the data require a "l'kin ranging from =70K at the inner radius of 4.8x1016 cm to =20K at 3.5x1017 cm, which is the radius where the CO abundance has fallen to half its initial value. Both J=] -0 and 2-1 are found to bc subthermally excited in large regions of the envelope which contribute to the observed emission. q'bus, the model values of dMs]ow/dt are higher than those derived assuming l.TIi at a beam-averaged temperature of 14 K. We find dMslOW/dt to be larger than =5x1 0-5 MO yr 1 in order for the CO J=:2 level to be sufficient] y populated, and the observed J= 2-1 to 1-0 line intensity ratio (=3.9) to be reproduced. Models in the range of dMs]oW,/dt=(5.5-8.7)x10-5 MO yr-l for fco=(l .8-I)x IO-4 fit the data (Table 2) , which, in addition to the SEST observations, includes the J=2-1 line observed with the NRAO 12-nl telescope (higher mass-loss mtes, together with f~o <10-4 can also fit the data). The model line-shapes, with maximum intensity at the line-center, are in moderate agreement with the observations. A more detailed comparison of models and data is not sought in the line-wings, clue to the more significant affect of emission from the. bipolar outflow component at vcloei(ics near and around the expansion velocity of the slow outflow. We discuss later ($ 3.3) the possibility of significant c]i)mping of the gas in the, S]OW OUtflOw, allowing us (O fit tk 8 CO J=2-1 to 1 -(l ratio with a lower average mass-loss rate. IIowcver, the lower limit (o dM~]OW/dt remains 2.8x 10-5 MO yrl (with f~O=.2x 10-0), as derivtxl in $ 3.1 b. Noting that very fcw red giant mass-loss mtes exceed 10-0 MO yr-1 [only in two cases have Iargcr mass-loss rates been derived, 1.7x10-4 MO yr-l for the protoplanctary nebula CFU.2688 ("1'ruong-Ilach et al. 1990 ) and 3x10-'t Mo yr-l for the compact young planetary nebula NGC7027 (Deguchi et al. 1990 )], it is unlikely that the distance to M 1-16 is much larger than 1800 pc, What physical processes maintain the molecular gas in M 1-16 at the temperatures required by the above modelling? Using new JHK1, photometry obtained with the ESO IR photometer (see Table 4 ), we find that the drift velocity of the dust (with respect to the gas),Vd,;fL, is only =0.06 km s -1. IIcnce the frictional heat input to the gas is negligible in the M 1-16 envelope, unlike the case of ACiB star CSEs,
where it is the dominant source of heating. We therefore consider the relative importance of alternative gas-heating mechanisms in the Ml-16 envelope: heat-exchange between the dust and gas, and the photoelectric emission from dust grains duc to the far-UV stellar radiatiorr~. Using standard formulae for the heating rate due to grain photoelectric heating (dq~dt) (Hollcnbach et al, 1991) and gas-grain
where Go is the factor by which the unattenuated stellar far-UV radiation exceeds the value for the average interstellar field, e-~ is the attenuation of this radiation in the molecular outflow, I.* is the stellar luminosity, a and pd are t}~e grain radius and material density, Td and Tk are the dust and gas temperatures, respectively. Inserting values of the various physical parameters appropriate for M 1-16, in the above equation, the ratio (dq@dt)/(dqg~dt) is very large (several hundred), implying that the grain photoelectric effect is the primary mechanism by which gas is heated in the M 1-16 molecular outflow.
3,2. l~CO, C180, & C170 data: isotope ratios 'I'he mean ratio of the J=l -O 13C0/12C0, Ill 3CO+ /l ICO+ (Fig. 7a) , and 13CN/CN (Fig. 7c, 7d ) integrated intensities is 0.32, suggesting that the 13C0/lzO abundance ratio is very large, at the high end of the range of values found in AGB CSES. In order to derive the abundance ratio from the intensity ratio, we must correct for any optical-depth effects (general] y for the 12C-substituted species) and the slightly different frequencies of the lZC and lsC-substituted lines. ~'he I I l~COi"/FICOi, 1 sCN/CN, and '3C0/12C0 abundance ratios are found to bc 0.33, 0.32, and 0.35 respectively. "1'he abundance ratios are close to the line-intensity ratios, since the lines are optically thin (e.g line-center optical depth, To = average of the results from the three molecules gives a 1sC~12C abundance ratio of 0.33.Such a high carbon-isotope ratio has important implications for [he evolution of M 1-16 (which wc discuss in $6). We believe that our derived 13Q12C ratio is reliable, since three different molecular species give almost the same value for this ratio. Only upper limits were obtained for the C170 and C'@ lines. I"hcse upper limits imply that the 1'@/170 and l@/lgO abundance ratios are >70, and >130, respectively. "Ihxm are consistent with the typical values of these ratios observed in AG]I envelopes (1'%3/1 7 0=250-1000, l@/180=300-12,50, e.g. Sahai 1987, Kahane et al. 1992 ).
Circumstcllar chemistry in MI-16
We have detected emission in the emission from 3 hyperfine (hi_) components. After deconvolving the hf-structure (assuming each component to be optically thin and proportional to its relative intensity (Ill), the IICN profile (not shown) gives an outflow velocity of about 25 km s -1, 'JIc 12CN and 13CN transitions are split up into many hf-components but the relatively low signal-to-noise does not allow deconvolution of the hfstructure. In the case of 12CN, the hf components are clustered in two frequency ranges 113488-113520 MI Iz, and 113123-113191 MHz: the spectrum (Fig.7c) clearly shows the blended components belonging to the higher frequency set, whereas for the lower frequency set, which has a combined RI half that of the fomer, the emission is only weakly visible. In the case of 13CN (Fig. 7d) , the usable spectral passband covered 13 out of a total of 15 hf-components, spanning the frequency ranges 108631-108659 M}lz (total RI=48.5%) and 108780-108796 MIIz (total RI=43.7%) (Gerin et al. 1984) .
We have co-added the regions of the spectrum containing the lower frequency set (average frequency, -=1 08648 MIIz) and the higher freqency set (<w=l 08784 MHz): the higher signal-to-noise ratio spectrum (labelled "composite") clearly shows that 13CN is present in M 1-16.
We have calculated the abundances of the observed molecular species, using Eqn. (1) of Sahai and Wannier (1992) , assuming a fixed excitation temperature, "I'cx =14 K for all species. The relative abundances of IICN, CN, lICO+, and NzH+ are insensitive to the precise value and variation of Tcx, because their fundamental rotational transition lie at roughly similar frequencies, giving similar rotational partition functions. The inner radius is, as for (X), taken to be equal to 1 ".83. The outer radius for each species is set by photodissociation by the interstellar IJV, and depends on its particular photodissociation rate and the shielding provided by dust, A quantitative estimate of the radial distribution of each species taking into account the various production and destruction mechanisms, is deferred to another paper. Here we simply assume the same fixed outer radius for all species, which wc set equal to 1,5x1017 cm, half that of the CO half-abundance radius. The derived abundances, fnlol (l'able 3), can be scaled to other values of the rotational excitation temperature, the outer radius of the envelope, and the mass loss rate, using the following propor[ionalitics (a) fnlol = Tcxa , where a= O.75, 0.69, and 0.1 respcctivcly, for species in which the 1-O, 2-1, or 6-5 transition was observed, for 15KcTcx<60K, (b) fnlol oc (Rout)-2, and (c) fnlo] oc (dM/dt)-1. We find the HCO+/l]CN and CN/HCN abundance ratios in M 1-] 6 (0.9 and 8,5 respectively) to be significantly larger than those found in the CSES of AGB stars and preplanetary objects (e.g. CRI.2688), and similar to those found in the evolved planetary nebulae IC4406 and NGC6072 (e.g. 'l'able 2 of Cox et al, 1992) . Ilc enhanced IICO+/lICN and CNflICN abundance ratios in M 1-16 (compared to AGB CSES) probably result from: (a) production of HC@ and CN in the inner layers of the CSE due to chemistry driven by shocks and the stellar UV, and (b) a decrease in the abundance of }ICN due to photodissociation by the stellar UV 4 .
Although the relative molecular abundances are not very sensitive to Tcx, it is important to understand two related issues. The first issue relates to the excitation of the high dipole-moment (compared to CO) species such as IICN, CN, and I]CO+. Whereas in an AGB CSE the rotational lines of such species are usually excited by the infrared radiation from the central source, in M 1-16 this source of excitation is very weak, resulting in strongly subthcrnlal excitation. Using the radiative transfer/ excitation model described in $3.1 we find that even with dM/dt as large as 8.7x10-5 MO yrl, the gas density falls rapidly (as rz) below the critical density for these species (typically 106 cm-s) at radii larger than =0. 15". Thus in the 1.8 to few arcsec radial region, which contributes dominantly to the CO emission, Te,X =(8-2.8) K for the 1 ICN, CN, and HCO+ lines, not much larger than that of the microwave background. Consequent] y, it is not possible to reproduce the observed Ii ne intensities for the high-dipole moment molecules. The second issue relates to the survivability of these molecules in the harsh photoionizing radiation from the central star. Howe, Millar and Williams (1992) find from timedcpcndent chctnistry calculations in an interacting-winds planetary nebula model, that most existing molecules (except Hz and CO whit}; are mutually-and self-shielded against photodissociation) in the AGB envelope are destroyed in about =100 yr from the time when the central star reaches a l'eff =30,000K. In the uns}]~ked regions of the S1OW outflow, all polyatomic spccics are destroyed very rapidly. In a thin, shocked region at the inner boundary of the slow outflow (r= 101 ~ cm), a few small hydrogenated molecules and molecu]ar ions such as Cl 1+, CH2+, CI13+, C} 1, Cl 12, and NH attain abundances typically of fewx 10-g at post-shock times== 100 yrs, for a stellar luminosity of 10S la. These abundances decline rapidly with radius and time. IIcnce, even though the luminosity ofM1-16 is a factor 8 lower than the model, we can safely conclude t}~at the much larger observed abundances of IICN, CN and IICX3+ (see 'l'able 2) require that some mezhanism protect and/or rcgcneratc these mo]exwlcs. , we find that the clump kinetic temperature Tk(t), radius br(t), and density n(t), evolve roughly as Tk (t) Clumping will lead to a lower net photodissoeiation of the high-dipole moment molecules. 1 lowc, Millar and Williams (1992) find from a time-dependent chemistry model of clumped molecular gas in a planetary nebula that observable amounts of some polyatomic species may exist in clumps with physical proper-tics simi]ar lo those described a~vco "]'hc CNfl ]CN ab~lndancc ratio in these models increases with the time elapsed froln the onscf of c]uJnjJ p})o(oionizi{tion as we]] as with the distance from the central star: large values of the CN/1 ICN ratio (as observed in M 1-16) are produced for t 23000 yr, and a radius > 1.6 x1017 cm (for an expansion velocity of 15 km s -l). Since the molecular envelope of M 1-16 extends from about 4.8x1016 cm to about 3 x1017 cm and the corresponding expansion times are 850-5250 yr, we conclude that our observations of CN and I ICN are probably consistent with the clumpy chemical evolution models of 1 Iowe, Millar and Williams (1992) . I lowever, specific nmdelling tailored to the physical parameters ofM1-16 (luminosity, expansion velocity, mass-loss rate) will be necessary to firmly establish if chemistry in clumps, evolving under the inflLlcncc of UV irradiation, can explain the abundances and abundance mtios of CN, llCN, and I ICO+ in M 1-16.
5.
IRAS data: I)ust emissioñ 'hc IRAS measurements show that the far-infrared emission of M 1-16 peaks in the 60-100 ym range, indicating significant emission at b] 00 pm, Using the two-component dust model describwl by Sahai et al. (1991) , we find the temperatures and massesj of these components to be 53K, 4.3x10 -4 MO and 131K, 3.1x10-6 MO for p (emissivity power-law index)=l, and 41K, 1.7x10-3 MO and 114K, 2.7x 10-6 MO for p=2, assuming a 60 ~m dust emissivity of 150 cmz g-l. Most of the stellar luminosity is re-emitted in the far-IR as thermal emission from dust grains since the near-IR photometry shows a sharp decrease in the flux at 1<1 () um. Integrating the emission from the model dust components over all frequencies, we find that the total luminosity of M1-16 is =120 ~, validating Schwarz's (1992) estimate obtained by multiplying the integrated flux density by a factor 1.5 to correct for the emission at long wavelengths. Although our modelling of the dust emission is simplistic, it shows that a substantial mass of COOI dust exists in M 1-16, most probably associated with the cool molecular gas seen in CO emission. "1'he total mass of gas in the nebula, which scales linearly with the outer radius of the envelope, cannot be determined from the present observations, The radius at which the CO abundance decreases to l/c of its initial value due to photodissociation (4 x1OI7 cm from our CO modclling) sets a lower limit to the outer radius, implying that the molecular mass M@O.56 MO (dM/dt / 5.5 x 10 -5 MO yr-l). }Ience the gas-to-dust ratio is Mg/Md = 500. This ratio is uncertain because we do not know
(1) how far the envelope extends beyond 4 x1OI7 cm, and (2) if substantial quantities of cold dust (1'&] SK) observable only at very long wavelengths (e.g. 800 pm), arc also present in the cnvclopc.
The Nature of MI-16 and its Outflows
The relatively strong molecular line emission from M 1-16 shows that it has a largely intact circumstcl]ar envelope, presumably from the red giant phase, suppotiing its identification as a very young planetary nebula. I&t us assume that at time t=(), the red giant mass-loss (i.e. the slow outflow) effectively ceases, and at t=tl, the ionisatic)rr "switches" On. "l'he ionisation front will cat its way into the expanding red giant outflow at some finite speed (VIOn). '1'hus the radius of the ionised nebula, seen in 51hM rnas.ses scale as the distance-squared, and inversely as the cnlissivity 13 the radio continuum, at a time t=~vol, will bc at a radius, R=VCXP t] + (Vion+ VCXP) (~voj-tl). The expansion age of the ionised nebula, 4,XP, given by R/Vcxp, is tcvol+(vioflexp) (tCVOt-tl), and is estimated to be 8S0 yr from the 1 ".8 radius of the radio image and 19 km s -1 expansion velocity. IIencc the evolutionary age, ~vo] , and the time elapsccl since (hc onset of ionisation, tion~~vol-t], is <850 yr, Comparing this with the expansion ages of the 3 optical lobes comprising the very high-velocity optical outflow (1600, 1050, and 740 yr), wc conclude that at least the older of the two were produced before the formation of the (ionised) planetary nebula. TIc chemical composition of the molecular gas in the CSI! of M 1-16 is different from that of a CSE in a red giant star.'lle difference is probably due to the evolution of the central star from a cool red giant to a white dwarf emitting copiously in the lJV.
1 lowever, Schwarz (1992) (Doyon, Puxley and Joseph 1992) . Although the 1 leI/Br-y ratio saturates at a value of 0.8 (assuming a Galactic helium abundance) for Tcff 2 4x ld K, A spin ct al's observed value, 0.45~0.05, is significandy lower, making it very unlike]y that the low 'l'crf results from measurement uncertain y. We conclude that M 1-16 does not fit the post-AC~B tracks of single stars.
The obvious alternative for explaining ~e nature of M 1-16 is that the central star is a binary. Schwarx (1 992) suggested that a binary central star with mass-exchange, in M 1-16 could have produced the extensive mass-loss, without having to invoke a large luminosity. 'l'his is an attractive hypothesis, since a binary star could provide (a) a means of cxp]aining the bipolarity of the very fast optical ouflow, and (b) the energy to power these outflows (the present stellar luminosity of M 1-16 being too ]OW to provide the nlomcntLlnl in t}lc very fast oL)tflow). Morris ( 1987) ]las j>roposed a Jnodcl in which thC S]OW OLltflOW from a red giant is C~ptLJld into a ]arge, accr~tion (and/or cxcr~[ion) disk by a main-sequence Or compact companion: the disk powers a fast collimated outflow via its rotational energy. We therefore compare the kinetic energy in the very fmt outflow (1/2 Mv-fast (VV-fasL)2=8.~x 1 @4 erg) with the rotational energy in our proposed disk, I{rot. If the disk rotated rigidly, the maximum rotational speed of the disk (obtained at the disk edge) would have to be 160 km s -1, orders of magnitude larger than that possible from Keplerian motion around any reasonable central mass. lf the disk gas was in Keplerian rotation around a companion with mass Mc>>Md then &o(=G MCMdi@, where R is t}~c disk r~ius. Adopting Aspin et al's. (1993) value for R of -1.5" (4x1016 cm at 1.8 kpc), wc find 11rot=4.4xl@0 (M~l Mo) (1.8 kpc/D) erg, insufficient for driving the very fast outflow by many orcicrs of magnitude.
If binary gravitational interaction drove the slow outflow (obviating the need for a large luminosity), then the orbital plane for mass-ejection would have to be inclined at a large angle (=-i) to the line-of-sight, because the slow CO outflow as well as the ionised nebula show near circular symmetry on the sky. The symmetry of the very fast bipolar outflow, which should be orthogonal to the orbital plane, argues for i=45°. However, a highly-flattened configuration of outflowing gas, with i between 45° and 90°, should show large velocity shifts of the main line profile, as the beam moves from the side of the disk tilted towards us, to the side tilted away from us. Such velocity shifts are not observed in the data (see Fig. 3 ). We therefore think that it is unlikely that the slow outflow arises in a flattened distribution resulting from binary gravitational interaction. Acoustic waves provide an alternative mechanism for driving the slow outflow (Pijpcrs and Habing 1989, Pijpers, Hearn and Habing 1990) . Ml-1 6 is not unique in presenting the problems pointed out above. A closely analogous case is that of the Boomerang nebula (IRAS 12419-5414) (e.g. Wcgncr and Glass 1979) which is a visibly bipolar nebula, sharing many similarities with M 1-16. It has a mass-loss rate (deduced from CO observations) of (2-3) x10-5 MO yrl, ouflow velocity 22 km s-l, an enhanced 13C/12C ratio of about 1/5, and a central star with Tef~'KKKIK and luminosity of 80-80010, for a distance 1>=0.8-2.5 kpc (Bujarraba] and Bachiller 1991), The high mass-loss rate, comparable to that in M 1-16, implies (assuming radiatively driven mass-loss) AGB luminosities >fcwx I@ la, again leading to an inconsistency with evolutionary tracks of post-AG13 stars. Bujarrabal and Bachiller (1991) suggest that the low luminosity of the Boomerang is due to a low-mass (initial mass <1 Mo) progenitor, but do not address the problcm of how it ejected mass at such a large rate. It would be of interest to sensitively map the IIcx and CO emission from this object. Since the central star in the Boomerang is less evolved the central star in Ml-16, a search for a high velocity bipolar outflow in the Boomerang nebula will address the issue of precisely when, during the post-AG13 phase, the bipolar high-velocity flow is generated.
A clue to the evolutionary nature of M 1-16 is provided by t}~e high 1 ~C/12C abundance ratio (0.33) in M 1-16, which can only be reached in equilibrium CNO-nuclcosyn(hcsis. A second signature of substantial CNO-processing is a high N-abundance, inferred to exist in the very high-velocity outflow (Schwarz 1992) . High 13C/1~ ratios, in excess of 0.1, arc found in (1) oxygen-rich CSES, such as 0] 1231.8 (Morris et al. 1987) , and (2) without the s-process element enhancement typical of normal carbon stars (Dominy 1984) . l-hey note that these stars would then have much lower luminosities than normal AGB carbon stars. Richer ( 198 1) found that the two least luminous carbon stars in his 1.MC sample were J-type stars, one of them quite cool, Dessell, Wood and I..loyd Evans (1983) found a similar object in NGC419 in the SMC. All three of these objects have bolornetric magnitudes one or more magnitudes fainter than normal cool carbon stars. "Ile 13C enrichment, possible carbon-rich nature, and the low luminosity of M 1-16, suggest that, like a J-type carbon star, it has evolved from an R star. A small fraction of J-type carbon stars display a 10pm silicate emission feature (hereafter referred to as silicate-carbon stars), indicative of oxygen-rich material. (Willcms and de Jong 1986, l~rnbert et al. 1990) , Noting that the similarity in the frequency of binary occurrence for R stars and normal K giants implies that the formation of an R star is probably independent of the presence of a companion, I.ambert et al. (1990) have extended their evolutionary scenario for J-stars to the silicatecarbon stars. In their model a low-mass main-sequence companion captures some of the mass lost from the giant progenitor of the J-type star into an accretion disk, which produces the silicate emission ( X.loyd Evans 1990). Since a binary ongin has been shown above to be an attractive and perhaps even necessary hypothesis for Ml -16, it is tempting to speculate that M 1-16 has evolved from a silicate-carbon star. Jnfortunately, a high-resolution 10 ~m spcctum does not exist for Ml -16 for testing this hypothesis, Also, no CO emission has been detected from any silicate-carbon star to very low-levels (Deguchi, Nakada and Sahai 1990 , l.ittle-Marcnin et al. 1993 , indicating the possible lack of extended envelopes with dM/dt 2 few x 10-7 MO yr-1. However, if silicate-carbon stars are significantly less luminous than AGB stars, then their mass-loss rates maybe much higher, since the circumste]lar gas lacking significant dust frictional heating, may be sufficiently cold to result in a non-detectable level of CO emission. As the primary star in these objects evolves towards higher temperatures, grain-photoelectric heating becomes effective in heating the gas, giving rise to detectable CO emission as seen in M 1-16.1 lence it is possible that M 1-16 was a silicate-carbon star before evolving into a planctaty nebula.
SIJMMAIIY
We have made extensive observations of the young, compact planetary nebula Ml -16 in the millimeter-wave lines of C;O and other molecules. C)ur conclusions are summarised below. bipolar outflows seen optically, while the long axis of the slow elliptical outflow is roughly orthogonal to the optical oLltflow axis.
2) The kinematic time-scales for the CO fast outflow and the optical very-fmt outflc)w arc similar, suggesting that the former represents material in the slow outflow accelerated by the very-fast outflow.
3) The kinematic signature of a disk expanding at =15.5 km s-l can bc seen in the CO data. This disk, which may collimate the very-fast outflow, has insufficient rotational energy for powering the latter. and SiS J-6-5 lines were not detected to low levels. 6) In order to excite the rotational levels of the high-excitation molecules to detectable levels and to assure their survival against photodissociation by the UV radiation, significant clumping of the molecular gas into clumps with densities -few x 105 cm-s is necessary. 7) The IRAS fluxes ofM1-16 imply the presence of about (1 .7-O.43)X 10-3 Mo of cool dust (temperature, T= 41-53K), and a smaller quantity, (2.7 -3.1 )xlO-~ MO of warmer dust (T= 114-13 lK) for a power-law cmissivity index p=l -2. 8) Single-star tracks for planetary nebula nuclei do not fit Ml -1 6's small evolutionary age of <850 yr, low effective temperature (34000 K), and very low luminosity (120 ~). I"he obvious implication is that M 1-16 has evolved from (at least) a binary star. The very high lqC/1 ~ ratio suggests a possible evolutionary connection between M 1-16 and the rare class of J-type silicate-carbon stars, which also have high l~C/12C ratios, and are thought to be binary systems with accretion disks.
Our stLldy of M 1-16, while clear] y showing the wealth of jmcise information which can be eX[~dCtCd from single-dish molecular-line observations of p]anctary nebulae, also underscores the need for further observations, (a) at high-spatial resolution (1 -few arcscc) using millimeter-wave interferometers, and (b) of high-excitation line and continuum emission in the submillimctcr wavelength range, which we aim to conduct in t}]e near future. Several of the issues raised by the molecular-line observations of M 1-16 which wc have addressed in this paper, such as the ncccssity for the gas to bc distributed in small clumps, both from excitation and survivability rcquircmcnts, apply in a more general context to most planetary nebulae with clctcctcd molecular cmissicm. a) For each line, the number in this column multiplied by the total velocity range covered by the line, gives the statistical 30 uncertainty (in K km s-l) in the measured line flux (jTmbdV), since the line emission is spread over many spectrometer channels b) Refers to the main profile, arising in the "slow" outflow, and excludes the contribution from weak line-wings, arising in a "fast" outflow.
c) Relative-intensity weighted mean frequency for line containing three hyperfine components d) Expansion velocity derived from line after dwonvolving hyperfine structure e) Many hyperfine hyperilne components present in given frequency range f) Several, but not all hyperflne components, contribute to peak intensity g) The low signal-to-noise, together with the presence of several hypcrlinc components, prevents the determination of a meaningful peak line-intensity h) Peak and integrated line-intensity derived for a "composite" line-profile produced by co-adding two a) The molecular abundances relative to HCN are rather insensitive to the value of the assumed excitation tenlperature,Tex, and independent of hut and dM/dt, except for SiS, where it scales as (TCX)-0.6.
b) The molecular abundances relative to ] 12, are DC "l' cX a (1 5K<TCX<60K), M (ROUL)-2, and -(dM/dt)-l, where a=O.75, 0.69, and 0.1 respectively, for species in which t}m 1-0, 2-1, or 6-5 transition was observed. In the above table, we have assumed TCX=l 5K, ROut=l .5x10] 7 cm, and dM/dt=5.4x 10-5 MO yr-1 . 2. A composite CO J=2-1 line profile generattxl by averaging all J=2-1 spectra offset by +/-11" in RA and/or DEC from the center. Emission from the high-vcloeity outflow is more sensitively seen in this line profile than in the on-source profile.
3. Map of the CO J=2-1 emission from M 1-16, made with 11" spacings. 4. CO J=2-1 emission intensity (integrated over discrete velocity intervals) mapped as a function of velocity. Panels are labellexl from a) to f) for reference. As marked in panel (b) , the x-axis shows the RA offset from source center, over the range -30" (right) to 30" (left), and the y-axis shows the DEC offset from source center, over the range -30" (bottom) to 30" (top). The lowest intensity contour is 1 K-ktn s-l, and the contour interval is 0,85 K-km s-l in panels (a) and (f), and 1,7 K-km s -] in panels b) through (e). 5. A difference spectrum, generated by subtracting an average of the S, SE, and E (O,-11" = S, 11 ",-11" = SE, & 11 ",0= ?5) spectra from an average of the N, NW, and W (0,1 1" = N, -11 ",11" = NW and -11 ",0= W) spectra, in M 1-16. The spectrum clearly shows an "emission" peak 11 km S-l bluewards, and an "absorption" peak at 11 km s -1 redwards, of the stellar velocity. The simplest explanation of this spectrum is that the emission in the <N, NW,W> and <S, SE,E> spectra contains contributions from opposite sides of an expanding disk-like structure which is inclined to the line-of-sight. 
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